Section 4.0: Workshop day 3.
Defining the Role of Wellingborough in 2021: addressing
growth to the north.
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4.

Workshop day 3: Defining the Role of Wellingborough in 2021:

addressing growth to the north.
Day three aimed to identify how development to the north of Wellingborough
would contribute to achieving the aspiration identified for Wellingborough in
2021 on day 1. Four key issues that are common to towns and cities
exploring growth options were addressed:
-

Local Character/Place Identity;

-

Coalescence/Separation;

-

Connectivity/ Movement; and

-

Location of Activity Areas.

The participants were asked to undertake 6 key tasks:
•

TASK 1: to address local character and place identity by evaluating the
site and its surrounding context;

•

TASK 2: carry out a SWOB analysis of the area north of
Wellingborough;

•

TASK 3: add to the day 1 role delivery plan details specific to the
northern area;

•

TASK 4: address issues of coalescence/separation

•

TASK 5: address issues of connectivity, movement and activity.

•

TASK 6: each group to note down key issues that have not been

•

covered in the workshops

4.1 Northern growth area context:
At the beginning of the third workshop day the participants were asked to
provide information on the context of the proposed northern growth area.
They were asked to carry out the first two tasks:
1. produce mental maps of the area from memory and;
2. complete an analysis of the strengths, weakness, opportunities and
barriers to development (SWOB analysis).
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4.1.1. Northern area mental mapping.
The participants were asked to construct mental maps of the area to the north
of Wellingborough. The aim was to identify important local features that might
be used in generating or enhancing local character in later detail design.
Each participant was asked to construct their own mental map and then each
group was asked to produce a composite map from their group’s individual
efforts. Table 19.0 lists the features recorded indicating their rank in terms of
the number of composite mental maps on which they were shown –
suggesting the level of awareness of the features.

Table 19.0 Northern area mental mapping results
No of composite mental

Rank

maps on which the
feature appeared.

1. Redhill Grange.

4

1

2. Finedon Road Industrial Estate.

4

1

3. Blackberry Fox covert.

3

2

4. Furnace Lane Cottages.

3

2

5. Blackberry Brook.

3

2

6. Gleneagles residential area.

3

2

7. Finedon clay banks.

3

2

8. Reservoir and tree near the Golf Club.

3

2

9. Shops and pub near Redhill.

3

2

10. The Ridgeway.

3

2

11. Isham.

2

3

12. Views north east to the Wind Farm.

2

3

13. View to the west over open arable landscape.

2

3

14. Balancing pond near Gleneagles.

2

3

15. Tree belt on the Ridgeline.

2

3

16. The Slips.

2

3

17. Harrowden Brook

2

3

18. Meadow near Harrowden Brook.

2

3

19. Pylons to the north west.

2

3

20. North Farm.

1

4

21. Church Farm.

1

4

22. Ise Plastic.

1

4
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Table 19.0 Northern area mental mapping results….continued.
23. Hill to the north-west.

1

4

24. Valley to the north-west.

1

4

25. Views to Orlingbury.

1

4

26. Badgers sett near Little Harrowden

1

4

27. Footpath between Little and Great Harrowden.

1

4

28. The Grange.

1

4

29. Green space near Gleneagles.

1

4

30. Badgers sett near Gleneagles.

1

4

31. Hedgerows.

1

4

32. Hardwick.

1

4

33. Hill Top.

1

4

34. Poplars on mound near Finedon Rd.

1

4

35. Ise valley.

1

4

36. Industry near Furnace Lane.

1

4

37. Harrowden Hall.

1

4

38. Great Harrowden parish Church.

1

4

39. Eleanor’s Covert.

1

4

40. Hillside Farm.

1

4

41. Highway planting on A509.

1

4

42. Balancing pond to the south-east.

1

4

43. Cycle track.

1

4

44. Hemmingwell.

1

4

45. Green corridor near Redhill.

1

4

46. Pyrotechnic store to the north.

1

4

47. Little Harrowden Church.

1

4

Figures 19.0 to 22.0 show the four composite maps produced on day 3.
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Figure 19.0 Group A composite mental

Figure 20.0 Group B composite mental

map - north

map – north

Figure 21.0 Group C composite mental

Figure 22.0 Group D composite mental

map - north

map - north
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The mental mapping exercise simply records the features that people
remember. To identify whether the remembered features were regarded as
positive, negative or neutral the participants were asked to undertake a
S.W.O.B. analysis that would indicate how important some of these feature
might be.

4.1.3 Northern area Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Barriers
(S.W.O.B.) analysis.
On completion of the mental mapping exercise the participants were issued
with a site parameters plan (figure 23.0), taken around the northern area by
coach and were asked to complete a S.W.O.B. analysis of the area and its
surroundings, identifying 9 strengths, 13 weaknesses, 15 opportunities and 9
barriers in relation to their aspiration for Wellingborough in 2021. The
composite results offered the groups are shown on tables 20.0. to 23.0. The
items are shown on the tables in the order they were given by the participants,
starting with group A, at the workshop and present identified area strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and barriers. It is noticeable that several items
appear in more than one table. There was generally a high degree of overlap
between each group’s analyses, but with some individual points also being
made. The main themes that developed through the S.W.O.B analysis are
summarised after tables 20.0 to 23.0 below.
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Figure 23.0 Indicative parameters plan – north of Wellingborough.
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Table 20.0 Identified Strengths & specific area scale actions - north.
Strengths
S1. Provides land with relatively few

Area scale actions
Planners to make best use of land.

constraints.
S2. Good access (Roads). Connectivity – by

Needs to be more accessible and user friendly.

pass & underpass
S3. Visually contained.

Strengthen visual containment. Non-car routes
between trees.

S4. Nature and landscape. strong landscape

Use this as a selling point for this area of

and wildlife features. Landscape character -

development. (Nature Centre). Protect features

rolling hills, woodland blocks and belts –

of importance from development. Identify

offers a varied structure and opportunities to

location and character of landscape features –

screen development.

preserve and enhance powerfully within
development framework as a cohesive and
primary strategy.

S5. Land Ownership.

Quick identification and ability to assemble site.

S6. Existing employment at both end of the

Extend [and regenerate] existing

area.

commercial/industrial areas.

S7. Existing golf course as a feature.

Possibly extend the golf course for public use.

S8. South facing slope – potential for solar

Urban planning to establish a very high

gain alongside other sustainability led

sustainability ambition including – built form

features.

layout (south facing); public/cycle transport;
CHP; SUDS within the green framework.

S9. Ise valley/golf course and associated

Ensure links are maximised to use valley and

green infrastructure provide opportunities for

wider offers as a primary consideration – promote

connections to wider offers such as Nene

accessibility and features for all residents.

Valley Regional Park.
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Table 21.0 Identified Weaknesses & specific area scale actions - north
Weaknesses

Area scale actions

W1. Need to have and own a car.

Rethink public transport.

W2. Wrong side of town for the railway.

Improve pedestrian/cycle route.

W3. Poor public transport.

Consideration to all people’s services.

W4. Few distinctive features.

Make more of the existing features e.g. Fox
covert, the Grange.

W5. Few local facilities.

New facilities in Great Harrowden.

W6. [Poor] Integration. Lack of connectivity.

Provision of transport routes. Make primary

Area isolated from Wellingborough

connections to surrounding communities and
facilities (such as town centre and green
features). Must puncture ring road or
sculptural/iconic bridge links.

W7. Line of new road.
W8. Eastern extremity poor quality.

Sort out edge treatment.

Employment.
W10. Isolated development parcels. No

Connectivity. Needs some facilities which do not

facilities.

need cars or [is reliant on only] one mode of
transport.

W11. Spoiling existing landscape and wildlife

Protect and mitigate.

value.
W12. Small scale wetland network which will

SUDS driven master plan – identify location of

constrain drainage solutions and therefore

swales/watercourses/balancing features up front

development size.

– consider ownership.

W13. Change in levels – may create

Urban design solution must creatively address

inappropriate built form and separation within

this within design, layout of vistas/landmarks and

the site.

manipulation of building heights.
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Table 22.0 Identified Opportunities & specific area scale actions – north.
Opportunities
O1. Views and vistas to and from The

Area scale actions
Plan views in and out.

grange.
O2. Green network – ecological and
character benefits.
O3. Provide enhanced local facilities.

Ask residents if they would like a new Community
Hall – if so where?

O4. Link Red Hill grange to the development.
O5. Series of underpass & crossings across

Through master planning.

Niort Way.
O6. Isolated development parcels.

Connect them up.

O7. Facilities/neighbourhood centre.

Connect to Redhill Grange to create a community.

O8. Blackberry Brook and wildlife corridor to

Nature area – to be preserved as an area of local

brook onto Vivian’s covert.

natural interest.

O9. Harrowden Hall.

Strengthen links connecting back to river Ise park
and Finedon forest – cycleway/footpath/bridleway.
[Create a] National Environmental and
Sustainability Training centre – FE and HE Nature
Centre.

O10. Increased potential of employment by

Develop mixed use, industrial/commercial to west.

developing industrial/commercial area to the
west.
O11. Natural basin providing a blank canvas.

Make use of the natural basin - ridge line limiting
northern extent.

O12. Develop existing free track bed into bus

Action.

route to provide public transport hub.
O13. Linear green corridor along Harrowden

Establish and protect the corridor.

Brook linking to area beyond railway line.
O14. Renewable energy provision.

Develop wind farm on northern ridge – Burton
Wold.

O15. To create an exemplar urban extension

Investigate visual axis – where can/should

– promoting visible, high quality built form set

development be visible.

within a powerful green network.
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Table 23.0 Identified Barriers & specific area scale actions – north.
Barriers
B1. Existing roads.

Area scale actions
Build new points of connection which are pleasant,
safe and convenient to use. Enable social
integration.

B2. Perceptions of the countryside.

[Build] really beautiful buildings.

B3. Flood plain – Blackberry Brook.

Flood retention and storage near A509.

B4. Lots of ridge lines.

Not to have solid development upon this.

B5. Route of Isham by-pass.

Re-route by-pass to separate residential and
commercial development.

B6. National grid pylons - character effect and

Careful consideration of type of development

cost.

adjacent to these.

B7. Connectivity to existing town.
B8. Foul drainage across railway – costly

Investigate.

solution – due to capacity through town.
B9. Avoiding coalescence with surrounding

Visual assessment to create a development

villages.

envelope that avoids coalescence.

Analysis of the participant’s S.W.O.B sheets shows a high level of agreement
on most issues contained in the S.W.O.B analysis across the groups with
several themes developing. These themes can be summarised as four key
actions:
•

Connectivity – the area is seen as being isolated from
Wellingborough and the adjacent communities at Redhill Grange.
New road and public transport connections need to be
established into the town and across to the east to enable
facilities’ such as the Nene Valley regional park and rail station
hub (suggested in day 2) to be accessed.

•

Facilities – the need, range and scope of mixed use, educational,
employment, commercial and community facilities need to be
assessed.

•

Landscape and character – several points were made regarding
the quality and potential of the existing landscape. A full
landscape assessment needs to be undertaken to: identify key
features; views in and out;, the extent of internal and external
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visual impacts; green links across to the railway and eastern
growth area; and the use of topography in relation to building
positioning and sustainable drainage.
•

Eco-design – e.g. establishing high levels of sustainable design
using south facing slope orientation, Sustainable Urban Drainage
System (SUDS), energy efficient building techniques and the
establishment of a national sustainability education facility.

Most of the points listed on the SWOB analysis are concerned with the
inherent characteristics of the site and they would apply generally to most
development sites. In relation to meeting the 2021 aspiration for
Wellingborough set in day 1, only two items of the north area SWOB
analysis lend themselves to establishing the town’s presence at a
regional level:
•

the establishment at Great Harrowden Hall of a National Centre
for Sustainable education; and

•

creating an exemplar urban extension with high ecocredentials.

4.2 North of Wellingborough Development proposals.
To address some of the issues raised by the S.W.O.B. analysis and the
earlier role specification the participants were asked to work on three key
factors in relation to the north of Wellingborough – calibrating levels of
coalescence, calibrating links and movement and identifying activities and
their locations.
Each group was asked to:
i. consider the degree of Coalescence/Separation between any new
and existing development edges and/or natural features;
ii. mark existing and potential physical connections and movements in,
on the edge of and beyond the Northern Growth Area in any direction;
iii. indicate the distribution of uses and services in relation to edge
treatments and route calibration.
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These tasks were undertaken at a strategic level aimed at producing general
proposals rather than detail layout positioning and route definition. The
following section summarises the proposals made by the four groups as
shown on the resultant plans figures 24.0. to 31.0 below.
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